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Abstract: In this paper we introduce and study enhanced notions of relative Pareto minimizers to 
constrained multiobjective problems that are defined via several kinds of relative interiors of ordering 
cones and occupy intermediate positions between the classical notions of Pareto and weak Pareto effi
ciency /minimality. Using advanced tools of variational analysis and generalized differentiation, we establish 
the existence of relative Pareto minimizers to general multiobjective problems under a refined version of 
the subdifferential Palais-Smale condition for set-valued mappings with values in partially ordered spaces 
and then derive necessary optimality conditions for these minimizers (as well as for conventional efficient 
and weak efficient counterparts) that are new in both finite-dimensional and infinite-dimensional settings. 
Our proofs are based on variational and extremal principles of variational analysis; in particular, on new 
versions of the Ekeland variational principle and the subdifferential variational principle for set-valued and 
single-valued mappings in infinite-dimensional spaces. 
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1 Introduction 

This paper is devoted to the study of multiobjectivejvector optimization problems. We consider 
general classes of such problems with set-valued objectives (cost 1nappings) and geometric con
straints in infinite-dimensional spaces, while most of the results obtained seem to be new even for 
conventional vector optimization problems in finite dimensions. 

There are various notions of solutions to multiobjective optimization problems; see, e.g., the 
books [12, 13, 15, 16, 18[ and the references therein. The classical ones relate to Pareto and weak 
Pareto efficient points of sets. Recall that, given a subset 3 of a normed space Z partially ordered 
by a closed and convex cone e via 

(1.1) 

the point Z E 2 is a Pareto minimal/efficient point for this set if 

(z-8)n3={z}. (1.2) 

Assuming that int 8 # 0, a weak Pareto efficient/weak minimal point of 3 is defined by 

(z- int 8) n 3 = 0, int e oJ 0. {1.3) 

A visible disadvantage of weak minimal points {1.3) is the nonempty interior requirement on the 
ordering cone 8, which seems to be a serious restriction from both viewpoints of optimization 
theory and applications. In particular, various vector optimization problems can be formalized 

1This research was partly supported by the USA National Science Foundation under grants DMS-0304989 and 
DlviS-0603846 and by the Australian Research Council under grant DP-9551168. 
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by using convex ordering cones having empty interiors in both finite-dimensional and infinite
dimensional settings; see, e.g., [10, 13, 18] with more discussions, examples, and references. In 
such cases, the usage of appropriate relative interior points of the corresponding ordering cones 
seems to be reasonable provided, of course, that such points exist. 

Recall that the standard relative interior of e c z, denoted ri e, is the interior of e relative 
to the closed affine hull of 8. It is well known that ri 8 # 0 for every nonempty convex set 8 in 
finite dimensions. However, it is not the case in many infinite-dimensional settings. In particular, 
it is well known that the natural ordering cones in the Lebesgue spaces lP and LP for 1 ::; p < oo 
and in a number of other classical infinite-dimensional spaces have empty relative interiors. 

To improve this situation, some extensions of the relative interior notion have been introduced. 
A major extension given by Borwein and Lewis [6] under the name of quasi relative interior of 
8 C Z, with the notation qri 8, is defined as follows: qri 8 is the collection of those z E 8 for 
which the closed conic hull cone (8- z) of the set 8- z is a linear subspace of Z. It is proved in 
[6, Theorem 2.19] that qri 8 # 0 for any closed and convex set 8 # 0 in a separable Banach space. 
Further properties and various applications of quasi relative interiors of convex sets in Banach 
spaces can be found in [5, 6, 7, 8] and the references therein. 

Another useful extension of the classical relative interior notion for convex sets in infinite 
dimensions has been known under the name 'tintrinsic core" [14] (which may be confusing; see 
[5]) and also under the name "pseudo relative interior" [5], which seems to be confusing as well, 
since "pseudo" means "false". We prefer the name intrinsic relative interior of e c Z, denoted 
iri 8, that is defined as follows: iri 8 is the collection of those z E 8 for which the conic hull 
cone ( 8 - z) is a linear subspace of Z. One obviously has the inclusions 

riG C iri8 C qri8, (1.4) 

which both hold as equalities if Z is finite-dimensional. Various properties of iri 8, including 
verifiable conditions under which iri 8 # 0 in infinite dimensions, can be found in [5, 14]. Note 
that iri e = ri e in any Banach space if the affine hull of e is closed. 

Using the afore-mentioned notions of relative interiors, we introduce now the corresponding 
notions of relative minimum points of sets that occupy intermediate positions between Pareto and 
weak Pru·eto minimal/efficient points. Given a subset 3 c Z partially ordered by the closed and 
convex cone {0} # 8 C Z, we say that z E 3 is a (primary) relative minimal point of 3 if 

(z-ri8)n2=0, ri8#0, (1.5) 

that Z E 3 is an intrinsic relative minimal point of 3 if 

(z- iri 8) n 2 = 0, iri e # 0, (1.6) 

and that Z E 3 is a quasi relative minimal point of 3 if 

(z- qri 8) n 2 = 0, qri e # 0. (1.7) 

Since both inclusions in (1.4) hold as equalities if ri 8 # 0 by [5, Theorem 2.12], all the three 
notions of minimal points in (1.5)-(1.7) agree if the set 3 admits a relative minimal point (1.5). 
Furthermore, these notions imply the weak Pareto efficiency (1.3) provided that int 8 # 0. In 
general, any quasi relative minimal point of 3 is an intrinsic relative minimal point of this set {but 
not vice versa), and the existence of the latter does not imply the existence of primary relative 
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minimal points of S and the existence of weak efficient points of this set; the corresponding 
counterexamples can be easily deduced from [5]. 

The major goal of this paper is to study optimal solutions to constrained multiobjective opti
mization problems of the type: 

minimize F(x) subject to X En, (1.8) 

where the approp1iate concepts of 'lninimality" are generated by the geometric notions of (pri
mary, intrinsic, quasi) relative minimal points of sets defined in (1.5)-(1.7); see below for the 
exact definitions and more details. We consider the general setting of (1.8), where the objective 
F: X=< Z is a set-valued mapping between Banach spaces with a partial order (1.1) on Z, and 
where !1 c X is an arbitrary closed set. However, most of the results obtained seem to be new 
even for classical cases of standard vector optimization problems defined by smooth single-valued 
mappings/functions in finite-dimensional and infinite-dimensional spaces. 

We pay the main attention to establishing the existence of relative Pareto minimizers and 
to deriving necessary optimality conditions for them. These topics have been considered in our 
previous papers [3, 4] addressed to the conventional notions of Pareto and weak Pareto efficiency 
for problem (1.8). The principal results obtained in this paper allow us to extend the conesponding 
results of [3, 4] to the new notions of relative Pareto minimizers unifying also the previous results 
and their proofs. Moreover, the existence theorem for relative Pareto minimizers established 
below provides a new existence result for the case of weak minimizers under a refined version 
of the subdifferential Palais-Smale condition. Likewise, necessary optimality conditions derived 
in this paper give in addition new inforn1ation for weak efficient and Pareto efficient solutions 
for multiobjective problems with no pointedness assumption on ordering cones. Note that in the 
case of Pareto minimizers (efficient solutions) we do not impose any interiority/relative interiority 
requirements on the ordering cone in question and alternate the "sequential normal compactness 
property" required for it in (3, 4] in infinite dimensions. 

Our approach to both existence issues and necessary optimality conditions for relative Pareto 
minimizers is based on advanced tools of variational analysis and generalized differentiation. 
Besides using known results in this direction, which largely revolve around the extremal principle 
of variational analysis and can be found in the recent books by Mordukhovich [17, 18], we establish 
here new versions of the Ekeland variational principle and the subdifferential variational principle 
for set-valued mappings. These extensions are certainly of independent interest, while they are 
employed in the paper to deriving the main results on Pareto and relative Pareto minimizers. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly review, for the reader's 
convenience, some basic tools of generalized differentiation broadly used in the paper. Besides the 
fundamentals from [17], they include the subdifferential constructions for set-valued mappings with 
values in partially ordered spaces recently introduced in [3]. Here we also present the underlying 
ertremal principle for systems of sets, which plays a crucial role in our study. 

Section 3 is devoted to extended variational principles for set-valued mappings, which are 
important for their own sake being crucial for establishing the subsequent results of the paper. 
Namely, we derive new versions of the Ekeland variational principle and the subdifjerential varia
tional principle for mappings with values in partially ordered Banach spaces. The main difference 
between the new versions established in this section and the 1nost recent ones given in [3] is 
the usage of the so-called limiting monotonicity condition imposed on the objective mappings, 
which has not been previously recognized and used in variational principles for either set-valued 
or single-valued case. We compare the new limiting monotonicity condition with the well-known 
domination property previously used in [3]. 
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Section 4 concerns the existence of relative Pareto minimizers to multiobjective problems. The 
main result here establishes the existence of intrinsic relative minimizers induced by {1.6) under 
a refined version of the so-called subdifferential Palais-Smale condition, which is new for both 
single-valued and set-valued objectives. This major result implies the existence of relative Pareto 
minimizers induced by (1.5) and provides also an essential improvement of the existence theorem 
for weak minimizers established in [3]. Our proof of the main existence theorem is based on 
applying the afore-mentioned extremal and variational principles together with advanced results 
of generalized differential calculus. Furthermore, new calculus rules for vector subgradients allow 
us to derive efficient specifications of the main existence theorem for multiobjective problems with 
explicit constraints of various types; in Section 4 we present one result in this direction for the 
case of general geometric constraints given by nonconvex sets. 

Section 5 deals with deriving necessary optimality conditions for all the three kinds of rel
ative Pareto minimizers induced by {1.5)-{1.7), as well as for their efficient and weak efficient 
counterparts, in general classes of constrained multiobjective problem. Our approach is based on 
reducing relative minimizers to extremal systems o.f sets and then using the extremal principle 
together with appropriate rules of generalized differential calculus as well as calculus results for 
sequential normal compactness properties crucial in infinite dimensions. The results obtained in 
the paper allow us to unify new necessary conditions for relative Pareto minimizers with improved 
versions of the corresponding results obtained before for the conventional notions of Pareto effi
ciency and weak efficiency. We discuss vru:ious particular cases and compare the new developments 
with some other necessary conditions in multiobjective optimization known in the literature. 

Throughout the paper we use the standard notation of variational analysis; cf. [17, 21]. Unless 
otherwise stated, all the spaces under consideration are Banach with their norms denoted II · II· 
Given a space X, we consider its topological dual X* equipped with the weak* topology w* and 
use the symbols 1B and JB* for the closed unit balls in X and X', respectively. Recall the symbol 

w' 
3 sequences Xk ~ X and xk ----1- x* 

with xi; E F(xk) for all k E IN}, 

LimsypF(x) := {x* E X'l 
X-+X {1.9) 

which stands for the sequential Painleve-Kuratowski upper/outer limit of a set-valued mapping 
F: X =I X' in the norm topology of X and weak' topology of X', where IN:= {1,2, ... }. 

2 Basic Tools of Generalized Differentiation 

In this section we define and briefly review some basic tools of generalized differentiation that are 
largely used in what follows to derive existence theorems and necessary optimality conditions for 
relative Pareto minimizers to the multiobjective optimization problems under consideration. More 
specific constructions and facts of generalized differentiation needed for the necessary optimality 
conditions are mentioned in Section 5. Except for the subdifferentials of set-valued mappings 
recently introduced in [3], all the details, proofs, and further discussions can be found in [17]. We 
also refer the reader to [9, 18, 21] for additional material and numerous applications of these and 
related generalized differential constructions of variational analysis. 

In what follows we present the definitions and properties of the basic generalized differential 
constructions held in the Asplund space setting, which is the main framework of their applications 
in this paper. Some useful modifications and analogs in other {including arbitrary) Banach space 
settings can be found in [17]. Recall that a Banach space is Asplund if each of its separable 
subspace has a separable dual. This remarkable class has been comprehensively investigated in 
geometric theory of Banach spaces and has been largely employed in variational analysisj see, e.g., 
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[9, 17, 18] and the references therein. It contains, in particular, every reflexive Banach space and 
every Banach space with a separable dual. In this section we assume that all the spaces under 
consideration are Asplund. Note that the product of Asplund spaces is Asplund as well. 

Given a subset !1 c X closed around x E !1, the prenormaljFnichet normal cone to !1 at x is 

~(- ) { * ·1 . (x',x-x) } 
N x; !1 := x E X hm~~p llx _ xll ::; 0 , 

x-x 

(2.1) 

where the symbol x .£2. x stands for x __, x with x E !1. The (basic, limiting, Mordukhovich) 
normal cone to !1 at x is defined by 

N(x;!l) := LimsupN(x;!1) 
n_ 

x-x 

(2.2) 

via the sequential Painleve-Kuratowski outer limit (1.9) of the mapping N(-; !1): X =t x·. In 
contrast to (2.1), the basic normal cone (2.2) and the aBsociated generalized differential construc
tions for mappings and functions enjoy full calculus in the fran1ework of Asplund spaces being 
generally nonconvex even in finite dimensions. This calculus is largely based on the extremal 
principle of variational analysis; see [17, Chapters 2 and 3] for more details. For convex sets !1, 
both constructions (2.1) and (2.2) reduce to the normal cone of convex analysis. 

Considering next a set-valued mapping F: X =t Z with the graph 

gphF := {(x,z) EX x Zl z E F(x)}, 

define its F'rechet coderivative at (x, z) E gph F by 

D*F(x,z)(z*) := {x* E X*l (x*,-z*) E N((x,z);gphF)} (2.3) 

and its basic/normal coderiva.tive at (x, z) E gphF by 

D*F(x,z)(z*) := {x* E X*l (x',-z*) E N((x,z);gphF)}, (2.4) 

where we omit z = J(x) ifF = f: X __, Z is single-valued. Observe that both coderivative 
set-valued mappings D* F(x, z): Z* =t X* and D* F(x, z): Z* =t X* are positively homogeneous 
reducing to the single-valued adjoint derivative linear operator 

D*j(x) = {Vf(x)'z'}, D'j(x) = {Vf(x)*z'} for all z* E Z* (2.5) 

provided that f is Fh\chet differentiable at x for the first equality and strictly differentiable at 
this point for the second one, i.e., 

1
. f(x)- f(u)- (V f(x), u- x) 
~ =0, 

"•"~" ]]x - u]] 

which is automatic when f E C 1 around X. 

In this paper we are primarily dealing with set-valued and single-valued mappings whose range 
spaces are pa.rtially ordered. Given such a set-valued mapping F: X =f Z, assun1e that the order 
":S;'' on Z is generated in (1.1) by a cone 8 c Z, which is closed, convex, and proper, i.e., 8 =f. {0} 
and 8 # Z. Consider the epigraph of F with respect to the above order by 

epiF := {(x,z) EX x Zl z E F(x) + 8} (2.6) 
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and associate with Fits epigraphical multifunction Ep: X =I Z given by 

Ep(x) := {z E Zl z E F(x)+8} with gphEF =epiF, (2.7) 

where the ordering cone e is not mentioned in the epigraphical notation for simplicity. Using 
coderivatives of the epigraphical multifunction (2.7), we can define appropriate extensions of 
the subdifferential notion from extended-real-valued functions to vector-valued and set-valued 
mappings with values in partially ordered spaces. 

The following two constructions generated by the coderivatives (2.3) and (2.4) play a cru
cial role in this paper. Given (x,z) E epiF, the Frechet subdifferential ofF at (x,z) and the 
basic/normal subdifferential ofF at (x, z) are defined, respectively, by 

aF(x,z) := {x' EX' I x' E D'Ep(x,z)(z'), -z' E N(0;8), llz'll = 1}, (2.8) 

8F(x,z) := {x' E X'l :c' E D'Ep(x,z)(z'), -z' E N(0;8), llz'll = 1}. (2.9) 

In the case of lower semi continuous extended-real-valued functions r.p: X ~ ( -oo, oo] finite at X, 
the subdifferential (2.8) reduces to the standard Frechetfviscosity subdifferential of <p at x: 

a<p(x) = {x' E X'lliminf <p(x)- <p(x)- (x',x- x) 2': o}, 
x~x [[x- x[[ 

while (2.9) is the (basic, limiting) subdifferential by Mordukhovich: 

8<p(x) = Limsup a<p(x). 
X-->X 

<p(x)~<p(x) 

Finally in this section, let us formulate the fundamental extremal principle of variational 
analysis (17, Theorem 2.20] for the case of two closed sets flr and fl2 in the Asplund space X. 
We say that a point x E flr n fl2 is locally extremal for the set system {flr, fl2} if there is a 
neighborhood V of x such that for any c > 0 we can find a E dB with 

(2.10) 

The Extremal Principle. Let x be a local extremal point of the set system {flr, fl2}, where both 
n, and fl2 are locally closed around x. Then for every c > 0 there are 

satisfying the relationships 

1- E :S llx!ll + llx211 :S 1+ c, [[x] + x211 :S E. 

The extremal principle can be viewed as a nonconvex variational counterpart of the classical 
separation principle for convex sets. It plays in fact a fundamental role in variational analysis 
similar to that played by the convex separation and Bishop-Phelps theorems in the presence of 
convexity; see the books [17, 18] for more details and numerous applications. 
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3 Enhanced Variational Principles for Set-Valued Mappings 

The main goal of this section is to derive two variational principles for set-valued mappings with 
values in partially ordered spaces. The first result is an extension of the set-valued version [3] of 
the seminal Ekeland variational principle [11] and the second one extends the subdifferential varia
tional principle established in [3] as a set-valued version of the subdifferential variational principle 
for scalar functions suggested by Mordukhovich and Wang [20]; see also [17, Theorem 2.28]. 

Let F: X =< Z be a set-valued mapping between Banach spaces, where Z is partially ordered 
by a proper, closed, and convex cone e c Z. The major difference between the new versions 
of the Ekeland variational principle and the subdifferential variational principle obtained in this 
paper and the previous ones derived in [3] is the usage of the following limiting monotonicity 
condition imposed on the 1napping F. As usual, denote the domain ofF by 

domF := {x E XI F(x) '10} 

and denote by Min 2 the collections of Pareto minimal/efficient points (1.2) of 2 C Z with respect 
to the ordering cone 8 on Z that can be equivalently written as 

Min?::= {z E 21 z- z f/c 8 whenever z E 2, z 'I z}. (3.1) 

Definition 3.1 (limiting monotonicity condition). Given F: X =< Z and x E domF, 
say that F satisfies the LIMITING MONOTONICITY CONDITION at X if for any sequence of pairs 
{(xk, Zk)} C gphF with Xk _, x ask-> oo we have the implication: 

zk+l::; zk = 3 z E MinF(x) with z::; zk, k E IN. (3.2) 

The limiting monotonicity condition (3.2) was first used in the proof of Theorem 4.1 from [3] on 
the existence of weak Pareto minimizers to multiobjective optimization problems with compact 
constraint sets. Now we are going to employ this condition in deriving the afore-mentioned 
variational principles. To proceed, we first need to recall the following known notions from set
valued analysis and vector optimization regarding the ordering cone e C Z and the mapping 
F: X=< Z under consideration; cf. [3, 15, 16, 17]: 

-8 is pointed if 8 n ( -8) = {0}. 

-8 has the normality property if the set (IB + 8) n (JB- 8) is bounded in z. 
-F is epiclosed if its epigraph (2.6) is closed in X x Z. 

-F is level-closed if its z-level sets 

L:(z) := {x E XI:Jv EF(x) with v::; z} = {x EX] F(x)n(z-8) '10} 

are closed in X for all z E Z. 

-F is quasibounded .from below if there is a bounded subset M c Z such that F(X) c M +e. 
Correspondingly, a set S1 c Z is quasibounded from below if the constant mapping F(x) =o S1 
enjoys this property. 

-F has the domination property at x E dom F if 

for every z E F(x) there is v E Min F(x) with v ::; z. (3.3) 

It is easy to see that the normality property of 8 implies its pointedness property of this cone 
but not vice versa. Also, every epiclosed mapping is level-closed, but the opposite may not be 
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true in the case of set-valued mappings, e.g., for F: JR.==? JR. given by F(x) := 0 if x # 0 and 
F(x) := (-1, 1] if x = 0. 

Observe further that every level-closed and single-valued mapping obviously enjoys the limiting 
monotonicity condition (3.2). Let us present some sufficient conditions ensuring this condition for 
set-valued mappings. Indeed, the next proposition shows that the domination property implies the 
limiting monotonicity condition for broad classes of set-valued mappings F and ordering cones 8. 

Proposition 3.2 (sufficient conditions for limiting monotonicity). Let F: X ==? Z be 
level-closed, and let x E domF. Then F satisfies the limiting monotonicity condition at X if it 
has the domination property at this point and one of the following assumptions is fulfilled: 

(a) The minimum set Min F(x) is compact. 
(b) F is quasibov.nded from. below, 8 has the normality property, and 8 n 1B is compact. 

Proof. To justify the limiting monotonicity condition from Definition 3.1 under the assumptions 
made, take a. sequence {(xk, z,)} c gphF such that Xk __, x as k --> oo and Zk+l :0: Zk for all 
k E JN and define the sets 

Ak := MinF(x) n (zk- 8) = {v E MinF(x)l v :0: zk}, k E JN, {3.4) 

which are obviously closed by the closedness of and 8 and the level-closedness of F. Furthermore, 
we have the inclusions Ak+ 1 c Ak due to Zk+J E Zk - 8 as k E JN and the convexity of 8. Let 
us show that Ak # 0 for all k E JN. Indeed, fixing k E JN and using the monotonicity of the 
sequence{zk}, we get the inclusions 

Xk+n E £(zk) for all n E JN, 

which imply that x E £{zk) by the assumed level-closedness of F. Thus there is Uk E F{x) 
satisfying uk :::; Zk. Employing the domination property ofF at X, we find smne Vk E F(X) such 
that v;. :0: v.k :0: zk, which therefore justifies the desired nonemptiness Ak # 0 for all k E JN. 

Next we prove that any sequence {vk} c Ak contains a subsequence converging to so1ne 
z E Min F(x) if the assumptions made in either (a) or {b) are fulfilled. Observing that {vk} c A, 
by the established set decreasing Ak+l C Akl it remains to justify the compactness of the set A1 
under the assumptions made. It immediately follows from (a) due to the structure of A, in {3.4). 
To proceed in the case of (h), observe by the assumed quasiboundedness ofF from below that 
there is a hounded set M C Z and hence a number m E JN such that 

MinF(x) c M + 8 c mJB + 8. 

Thus it follows from the structure of A1 in {3.4) that 

which yields the boundedness of A1 due to the assumed normality property of the ordering cone 8. 
Since the set 8 n 1B is assumed to be compact in {h), we conclude by {3.4) that the houndedness 
of A1 implies its compactness. The latter ensures the existence of z E Min F(x) such that 

= 
z E n Ak for all k E JN. 

k=O 

This gives by (3.4) that z S zk as k E JN, which justifies the limiting monotonicity condition for 
F at x in case {h) and thus completes the proof of the proposition. 6 

The following simple example demonstrates that the limiting monotonicity condition for F 
may he strictly better than its domination property in a finite-dimensional setting with all the 
assumptions in (a) and (b) of Proposition 3.2 satisfied. 
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Example 3.3 (limiting monotonicity strictly supersedes domination). Consider a set
valued mapping F: JR2 =1 JR2 defined by 

{ 

(lxd, lx2[) if XJ = x2 # 0, 
F(x) = F(x1,x2 ) := ({0} x [0, -1)) U ([-1,0[ x {0}) if (x1,x2) = 0, 

0 otherwise. 

Taking 8 = IR~, we can easily check that the F is level-closed, that the limiting monotonicity 
condition is satisfied at x = 0, and that Min F(O) = { ( -1, 0)} is a compact set in JR2 Furthermore, 
all the assumptions in (b) of Proposition 3.2 are obviously fulfilled. On the other hand, F does 
not have the domination property at x = 0, since (O,-!) 'i (-1,0). 

In the rest of this section we utilize the limiting monotonicity condition in deriving enhanced 
versions of the Ekeland variational principle and the subdifferential variational principle for set
valued mappings. Let us first recall the notions of exact and approximate minimizers needed for 
formulations and proving these results. 

Definition 3.4 (minimizers and approximate minimizers to set-valued mappings). Let 
F: X =I Z take values in the Banach space Z partially ordered by a proper cone 8 C Z. Then: 

(i) We say that the pair (x,z) E gphF is a MINIMIZER to the mapping F if i is a minimal 
point of the image set F(X) := UxEX F(x), i.e., 

(z- 8) n F(X) = {z}. (3.5) 

(ii) Givens> 0 and~ E 8\ {0}, we say that the pair (x,i) E gphF is an APPROXIMATE 

£~-MINIMIZER to F if 

z + s~ '[ i for all z E F( x) with x # x. 

(iii) Givens> 0 and~ E 8\{0}, we say tha.t thepair(x, i) E gphF is aSTRICT APPROXIMATE 

<~-MINIMIZER to F if there is a number 0 < f' < £ such that (x, z) is an approximate [~-minimizer 
to this mapping. 

The next result provides an essential extension of the most recent version of the Ekeland 
variational principle for the case of set-valued mappings F: X =I Z established in [3] under the 
domination property ofF and the compactness of the minimal sets MinF(x). Now we replace 
these assumptions with the limiting monotonicity condition discussed above. Furthermore, we 
skip the pointedness assumption on the ordering cone 8 in [3] by choosing the initial direction ~ 
from 8 \ ( -8), which reduces to the choice of 0 # ~ E 8 when 8 is pointed. The proof of the 
new result requires signification modification in comparison with that of [3, Theorem 3.2]. 

Theorem 3.5 (enhanced version of the Ekeland variational principle for set-valued 
mappings). Let F: X =I Z be a set-valued mapping between Banach spaces, where Z is partially 
ordered by a proper, closed, and convex cone 8 C Z with 8\ (-8) # 0, i.e., 8 is not a linear 
subspace of Z. Assume .furthermore that F is quasibounded from below, level-closed, and satisfies 
the limiting monotonicity condition on domF. Then for any r > 0, A> 0, ~ E 8\ (-8), and 
(xo, zo) E gphF there is (x, z) E gphF satisfying 

£ z- zo + ;;;llx- xoll~::; 0, z E MinF(x), and (3.6) 

E 
z- z+ ;;;llx -xll~ i 0 .for all (x,z) E gphF with (x,z) # (x,i). (3.7) 
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ff .furtherrnore (xo, zo) is an approximate e~-minimizer to F, then x can be chosen such that in 
addition to {3.6) and (3.7) we have 

\lx- xoll ::::= .\. (3.8) 

Proof. Note first that it is sufficient to prove the theorem in the case of c = .\ = 1. Indeed, 
the general case can be easily reduced to this special case by applying the latter to the mapping 
F(x) := c 1F(x) on the Banach space X equipped with the equivalent norm .\-1\1·11· 

Having this in mind, introduce a set-valued mapping T: X x Z =t X defined by 

T(x,z) := {y E Xj3 v E F(y) with v- z + llx- Yll~:::; 0} (3.9) 

and observe that T enjoys the following properties: 

• The sets T(x, z) are nonempty for all z E F(x), since x E T(x, z). 

• The sets T(x, z) are closed for all z E F(x), since the mapping F is level-closed. 

• The sets T(x, z) are uniformly bounded for all z E F(x), since the mapping F is quasi bounded 
from below. Indeed, the latter property yields 

T(x,z) c {y E Xjllx-yll~ E z-M -8}. 

• We have the inclusion 

T(y, v) C T(x, z) if y E T(x, z) and v E F(y) with v- z + \ly- x\1~:::; 0. 

Indeed, pick u E T(y, v) and by construction ofT find wE F(u) satisfying 

'W - v + llu- Yll~ :::; 0. 

Summing the latter inequality with the one in (3.10) and taking into account that 

(llx- u\1-llu- YII-IIY- xlll~ ::::= 0 

by the triangle inequality and the choice of ~ E 8, we have 

w- z + llx- ull~ = (w- v + llu- y\1~) + (v- z + \ly- xll~) 
+(llx- ull - llu- Yll- IIY- xll)~ ::::= 0, 

which implies that u E T(x, z). 

(3.10) 

Now we inductively .construct a sequence of pairs { (xko zk)} C gph F by the following iterative 
proced'll.re: starting with (xo 1 zo) given in theorem and having the k-iteration (xkl zk), we select 
the next one (.Tk+l• Zk+l) by 

{ 

X;,+l E T(xk, Zk), 

llxk+l- Xkll;:, sup \lx- xkll- (k + 1)-1
, 

xET(xk,Zk) 

Zk+l E F(xk+l), Zk+l - Zk + llxk+l - Xk~~~:::; 0, 

(3.11) 

where k E {0} U IN. It is clear from the construction and afore-mentioned properties of T(x, z) in 
(3.9) that the iterative procedure (3.11) is well defined. Summing up the last inequality in (3.11) 
from k = 0 to n, we get 

n 

tnE E zo- Zn+l- 8 c zo- M- 8 with tn := 2:= llxk+l- Xkll· 
k=O 
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Let us prove, by passing to the limit as n---> oo in (3.12) and using the assumptions made, that 

00 

L llxk+l- Xkll < oo. (3.13) 
k=O 

Arguing by contradiction, suppose that (3.13) does not hold, i.e., the increasing sequence {tn} 
tends to oo as n---> oo. By the first inclusion in (3.12) and the boundedness of the set M taken 
from the quasiboundedness ofF from below we find a bounded sequence { Vn} C zo - M satisfying 

tn~- Vn E -8, i.e.,~- Vn E -8 for all n E IN. 
tn 

Passing to the limit as n ---t oo in the latter inclusion and taking into account the closedness of 
8, the boundedness of { vn} and that tn ---t oo as n ----+ co, we arrive at ~ E -8. This contradicts 
the choice of~ E 8 \ ( -8) and thus justifies (3.13). 

Further, it follows from (3.11) that diamT(xk+!,Zk+l) :'0 diamT(xk,zk) and that 

diamT(xk>zk):'02 sup llx-xk!I:02(IIxk+l-xkl!+(k+1)-1
), kEIN; 

xET(x~,,zk) 

hence diam T(xk> zk) 1 0 as k ---> oo due to (3.13). This allows us to conclude, by the completeness 
of the Banach space X, that the sets T(xk> zk) shrink to a singleton: 

00 n T(xk, Zk) = {.;;} with some X E domF. (3.14) 
k=O 

Note that, since Xk E L:(zo) for all k E IN by the constructions above and since F is assumed to 
be level-closed, we have x E L:(zo), which verifies that x E domF in (3.14). 

Next we justify the existence of z E Min F(x) such that the pair (x, z) satisfies the major 
relationships (3.6) and (3.7). Observe from the third line in (3.11) and from (3.14) that we have 

This ensures, by the assumed limiting monotonicity condition (3.2) for the mapping F on its 
domain, the existence of z E MinF(x) such that z:,; Zk for all k E IN. Let us prove that the pair 
(x, z) E gphF satisfies the desired relationships (3.6) and (3.7). 

In fact, the inclusion in (3.6) immediately follows from the choice of z. To proceed further, 
fix k E {0} UIN and sum up all the inequalities in the third line of (3.11) from k to (k +n -1) as 
n E IN with that of z- zk :'0 0. Taking into account the triangle inequality for the norm function, 
we get in this way that 

z- Zk + llxk- Xk+niiE :'0 0, for all k E {0} U IN and n E IN. 

The passage to the limit in the above inequalities with Xk+n ---t X as n ---t.oo gives 

z- zk + llxk - x!IE :'0 0 whenever k E {0} U IN, (3.15) 

which particularly justifies the inequality in (3.6), in the case of o = .\ = 1 under consideration, 
fork= 0. To prove (3.7) in this case, assume the contrary and thus find a pair (x, z) satisfying 

(x, z) E gphF with (x, z) # (x,z) and z- z + l!x- xiiE :'0 0. (3.16) 
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If x = x in (3.16), we obviously have z ~ z, which coutradicts the choice of z E MinF(x). If 
.~ f x, then we have by summing up the two inequalities (3.15) and (3.16) and combining the 
result with the triangle inequality that 

z- Z!· + llx- xkll~ ~ 0, i.e., x E T(xk, Zk) for all k E {0} U IN. 

This means that x from (3.16) belongs to the set intersection in (3.14). Thus x = x by (3.14), 
which fully justifies (3.7) as f =), = 1 and hence in the general case as well. 

To complete the proof of the theorem, it remains to estimate llx- xoll when (xo, zo) is chosen 
as an approximate <~-minimizer to F. Arguing by contradiction, suppose that (3.8) does not 
hold, i.e., llx- xoll >A. Since x E T(xo, zo) and 0 :0: ~,we have 

and immediately observe that the latter contradicts the choice of (xo, zo) as an 
<~-minimizer to F. Thus (3.8) holds, which completes the proof of the theorem. 

approximate 
L, 

Our next result is an improvement of the subdifferential variational principle for set-valued 
mappings established in [3, Theorem 3.5] as an extension of the corresponding scalar result by 
Mordukhovich and Wang. The new version of the subdifferential variational principle is derived 
under the limiting mono tonicity condition imposed on the cost mapping F: X =4 Z with no 
pointedness assumption imposed on the ordering cone 8 C Z in contrast to the domination 
property ofF, the compactness of the Illinimal sets MinF(x), and the pointedness requirement 
on 8 needed in [3]. Similarly to [3, 17, 20], the proof of the subdifferential variational principle 
given below is based on the extremal principle presented at the end of Section 2, and hence it 
requires the Asplund property of the Banach spaces in question. 

Theorem 3.6 (enhanced version of the subdifferential variational principle for set
valued mappings). Let F: X =I Z be a set-valued mapping between Asplund spaces, which is 
epiclosed with respect to the ordering cone 8 c Z in addition to the assumptions of Theorem 3.5. 
Then for any E > 0, ), > 0, ~ E 8\ ( -8) with II~ II = 1, and a strict approximate E~-minimizer 
(x0 ,zo) E gphF to the mappingF, there is (x,z) E gphF such that llx-xoll ~),and 

~ [ 
8F(x,z) n ~JB· f 0. (3.17) 

Proof. Note first that we impose the requirement 11~11 = 1 in the formulation of the theorem 
to get a "nicer" subdifferential condition (3.17). As follows from the arguments below, condition 
(3.17) can be replaced by the modified subdifferential condition 

~ [ 

8F(x, z) n ~II~IIIB* f 0 

if~ is selected arbitrarily from 8 \ ( -8), with no change in the proof. 
Since the proof of this theorem is similar to the one given in [3, Theorem 2], based on the 

extremal principle from Section 2 and the new version of the Ekeland variational principle from 
the above Theorem 3.5, we provide only the sketch of the proof highlighting the main changes in 
comparison with [3], where the reader can find more details. 

Take the palr ( xo, zo) E gph F from the formulation of the theorem that is a strict approximate 
cE-minimizer to the mapping F. Thus there is a positive number E < c such that (xo, zo) is an 
approximate f~-minimizer to this mapping. Put 

~ ·- '+ E"), with 0 < ), < ), .--2-
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and apply the enhanced Ekeland variational principle from Theorem 3.5 to the mapping F and 
its approximate €~-minimizer (x0 , zo) with the chosen parameters € and i By (3.6)-(3.8) we find 
(u, v) E gph F satisfying the relationships 

v E MinF(u), llxo- ull :o; :\, and 

z-v+~llx-uii~<J,O forall (x,z)EgphF with (x,z)#(u,v). 
A 

Consider a single-valued Lipschitz continuous mapping g: X -+ Z given by 

€ 
g(x) := v- ~llx- ull~ 

A 

and construct the following two closed subsets of the Asplund product space X X Z by 

!11 := epi F and !12 := gph g. 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

We claim that (u, v) is an extremal point of the set system {!11, !12} from (3.22) in sense defined 
in Section 2. Indeed, the condition (u, v) E !11 n !12 is obvious, and by (2.10) we need to check 
the existence of a. sequence {ak} c X x Z such that ak-+ 0 ask-+ oo and !11 n (!12 +ak) = 0 for 
all k E IN. To proceed, select an arbitrary vector 11 E 8 \ {0} and show that 

!11 n (!12 + (0, -k-111)) = 0 for all k E IN, (3.23) 

i.e., (2.10) holds with ak = (0, -k-18). By the contrary, suppose that (3.23) does not hold for 
some fixed k E IN. Then by the constructions of !11 and !12 in (3.22), there is (x, v) satisfying 

v = g(x)- k- 111 and (x, v) E epi F. (3.24) 

Using the epigraph definition (2.6), find z E gph F and 8 E 8 with v = z + 8 and substituting the 
latter into (3.24) we arrive at the relationships 

z = v- 8 = g(x)- k- 111- 8 :o; g(x), 

since -11 :o; 0 and -8 :o; 0. Taking into account the construction of g in (3.21), condition (3.20) 
implies now that (x, z) = (u, v). By (3.24) we have therefore that 

v = z + 8 = v + 8 = g(u)- k- 111 = v- k- 111 rt v- e, 

where the latter relationship holds due to v E MinF(u) in (3.19) and v # v. This gives 11 rfc 8, 
which contradicts the above choice of f) and thus justifies that the reference point ( U, ii) is extremal 

for the set system (3.22). 

Next. let us apply to the system {!11, !12, ( u, ii)} the extremal principle formulated in Section 2 
imposing the sum norm ll(x, z)ll := llxll +liz II on X x Z that generates the dual norm 

ll(x',z')ll = max{llx'll,llz'll} for (x*,z*) EX* x Z' 

on X* x Z*. In this way for any v > 0 we find elements (xi, zi, xi, zi) E X x Z x X* x Z* with 
i = 1, 2 satisfying the relationships 

l 
(xi, zi) E !11 x !12, llx;- ull +liz;- vii S v, 
(x~,-zt)EN((xi,zi);fti), i=l,2, 

~- v :o; max{llxiii,IIziii} S ~+v, i= 1,2, 

max {llxi + x211, llzi + z211} :o; v. 
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It follows from the Lipschitz continuity of the mapping gin (3.21) with constant f = E:jY-. and the 
coderivative estimate from [17, Theorem 1.43] that 

E 
llx211 < ~llz211 and hence z2 # 0 -A 

by (3.25) with v > 0 sufficiently small. The latter yields by the extremal principle (3.25) that 

, llxill E 
liz, II# 0 and llzill < );; 

see more details in the similar setting of [3, Theorem 3.5]. Furthermore, from the second line in 
(3.25) with i = 1 we find :z, E F(xt) with 

(x1,Zt) E gphF, (xj,-zj) E N((x,,z1);epiF), and -zj E N(O;e). (3.26) 

Denoting finally (x, z) := (x,, :Z,), x' := xj/llzill, and z' := zifllzill and taking into account the 
Frechet snbdifferential construction (2.8), we get the desired subdifferential condition (3.17) from 
the relationships in (3.26). To complete the proof of the theorem, it remains to observe that the 
estimate llx- xoll < A follows from the second inequality in (3.19), the first line in (3.25) fori = 1, 
and the choice of).. in (3.18). 6 

4 Existence of Relative Pareto Minimizers 

This section is devoted to deriving verifiable conditions that ensure the existence of relaxed Pareto 
minimizers to generalmultiobjective problems. Our primary multiobjective problem is minimizing 
a set-valued mapping F: X ==< Z with values in a partially ordered space. This includes the case 
of F(x) = 0 for some x EX and thus implicitly involves the constraints x E domF. On the other 
hand~ explicit constraints the type x E n and their specifications can be reduced to minimizing 
such mappings by imposing F(x) = 0 for x fjc !1. We employ this device to study the existence 
issues in constrained multiobjective optimization at the end of this section. 

Let us first define the new notions of relaxed minimizers to set-valued mappings F: X :::::t Z 
with dom F # 0 studied in this and next sections. These notions are generated by the cor
responding definitions of relative/intrinsic relative/quasi relative interior minimal points of sets 
from Section 1. Observe that they are defined similarly to weak Pareto minimizers to F, which 
are those (x, z) E gph F satisfying 

(z- int e) n F(X) = 0 provided that int e # 0. ( 4.1) 

Reca.ll that our standing assumptions imposed on the ordering cone e c Z is that e is proper, 
close, and convex (while may not be pointed) in the Banach space Z. 

Definition 4.1 (relative Pareto minimizers to multiobjective problems). Given a map
ping F: X =t Z with the range space Z partially ordered by a cone e c Z, we say that: 

(i) (x, z) E gph F is a (PRIMARY) RELATIVE MINIMIZER to F ~f 

(z- ri e) n F(X) = 0 provided that ri 8 # 0. 

(ii) (x, z) E gph F is a,n INTRINSIC RELATIVE MINIMIZER to F if 

(z- iri e) n F(X) = 0 provided that iri e # 0. 

(iii) (x, z) E gphF is a QUASI RELATIVE MINIMIZER to F if 

(z- qrie) nF(X) = 0 provided that qrie # 0. 
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According to the discussions in Section 1, all the three relative Pareto minimizers to F from 
Definition 4.1 agree if ri e io 0. Furthermore, they all are weak Pareto minimizers (4.1) when 
int8 ¥o 0. At the same time, all the relative minimizers (4.2)-(4.4) make sense when int8 = 0, 
and both intrinsic relative minimizers (4.3) and quasi relative minimizers (4.4) make sense when 
ri 8 = 0. Recall that all the relative Pareto minimizers from Definition 4.1 are surely well defined, 
in contrast to weak Pareto minimizers (4.1), when the space Z is finite-dimensional while quasi 
relative minimizers (4.4) are well defined in every separable spaces Z for any ordering cones 8 C Z. 

The main result of this section ensures the existence of intrinsic relative minimizers ( 4. 3) 
provided that iri e io 0, and hence the existence of primary relative minimizers ( 4.2) provided 
that ri 8 1 0, under verifiable conditions involving subdifferentials of set-valued mappings. Note 
that the result obtained below establishes a new existence theorem even in the case of weak Pareto 
minimizers (4.1) with int8 ¥o 0 for general set-valued mappings between Asplund spaces. In the 
next section we derive pointwise necessary optimality conditions for all the types of (localized) 
relative Pareto minimizers introduced in Definition 4.1 as well as for their Pareto/efficient and 
weak Pareto counterparts. 

The principal condition ensuring the existence of weak minhnizers to mappings F: X ::::; Z 
between Asplund spaces in our previous work [3] was the following basic subdifferential Palais
Sm.a.le condition: every sequence { xk} C dom F such that 

there are Zk E F(xk) and x); E DF(xk,zk) with ]]x);]]--> 0 as k-> oo (4.5) 

contains a convergent subsequence, provided that { Zk} C Z is quasibounded from below. In (4.5), 
we use the basic/normal subdifferential of F at (xko Zk) defined in (2.9). In the case of smooth 
around xh~, or strictly differentiable at Xk, real-valued functions F = r.p: X---+ IR, the subdifferential 
Palais-Smale condition (4.5) reduces to the classical one due to D<p(xk) = {\l<p(xk)}, k E IN, in 
this case; see the second formula in (2.5). 

In this paper we introduce and employ a new version of the subdifferential Palais-Smale 
condition involving the Frechet subdifferential (2.8) ofF instead of the normal one as in (4.5). 

Definition 4.2 (refined subdifferential Palais-Smale condition for set-valued mappings). 
A set-valued mapping F: X==< Z satisfies the REFINED SUBDIFFERENTIAL PALAIB-SMALE CON

DITION if every sequence {xk} C domF such that 

there are Zk E F(xk) and x); E DF(xk,zk) with ]]x);]]--> 0 as k-> oo (4.6) 

contains a convergent subsequence, provided that { zk} C Z is quasibounded from below. 

Since we always have iJF(x, z) C DF(x, z), the refined Palais-Smale condition ( 4.6) improves 
the previous one (4.5). Furthermore, the refined Palais-Smale condition (4.6) reduces to the 
classical one for functions <p: X --> JR. merely F'rechet differentiable at Xko in contrast to the 
required strict differentiability of <pin the case of (4.5); cf. the two formulas in (2.5). 

The following major result ensures the existence of intrinsic relative minimizers to set-valued 
mappings under the refined subdifferential Palais-Smale ( 4.6) and the limiting mono tonicity (3.2) 
conditions imposed on the mapping under consideration. Its proof (which is significantly more 
involved in comparison with [3, Theorem 4.3]) employs all the three variational principles derived 
and cliscussed above: the enhanced versions of the Ekeland variational principle and the subdiffer
ential variational principle for set-valued mappings established in Theorem 3.5 and Theorem 3.6, 
respectively, as well as the extremal principle for systems of closed sets in Asplund spaces formu
lated in Section 2, which is used in the proof below in the equivalent form of the fuzzy intersection 
rule for Frechet normals from [17, Lemma 3.1]. 
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Theorem 4.3 (existence of intrinsic relative minimizers to set-valued mappings). Let 
F: X =t Z be a mapping between Asplund spaces that is epiclosed, quasibounded from below, 
and satisfies the limiting monotonicity condition on dom F. Assume furthermore that the refined 
subdifferential Palais-Smale condition from Definition 4.2 holds and that 8\ ( -8) # 0, i.e., 8 is 
not a linea·r subspace of Z. Then F admits an intrinsic relative minimizer provided' that iri 8 # 0. 

Proof. To justify the existence of intrinsic relaxed minimizers to F, we first inductively apply the 
new version of the Ekeland variational principle for set-valued mappings to generate a sequence 
{ (xk. zk)} C gph F, k E IN. Then we prove that the chosen sequence { xk} contains a subsequence 
converging to an intrinsic relative minimizer to F. The latter arguments are rather involved based 
on applying the above version of the subdifferential variational principle, the refined version of 
the subdifferential Palais-Smale condition, the afore-mentioned fuzzy intersection description of 
the extremal principle, and the limiting monotonicity condition. Details follow. 

To begin with, pick an arbitrary palr (xo,zo) E gphF and element~ E 8\(-8) with 11~11 = 1 
and then inductively generate a sequence {(xk, Zk)} c gphF by using the set-valued version of 
the Ekeland variational principle from Theorem 3.5. To proceed, we fix k E IN and having the 
(k- I)-iteration (xk-t, zk_ 1), apply Theorem 3.5 with the parameters c = k-2 and .A= k-1 to 
get the next iteration (xk, zk) E gphF satisfying the relationships 

(4.7) 

Suppose now that the chosen sequence {xk} contains a subsequence converging to some point 
X E dom F; we show that it is the case a bit later. Without loss of generality, assume that Xk --l- X 
ask_, oo for the whole sequence {xk} and get from (4.7) and the limiting monotonicity condition 
of Definition 3.1 that 

there is 2 E F(x) with 2 :S Zk for all k E IN. (4.9) 

Let us prove that the pair (X, Z) is an intrinSic relative minimizer to F. Indeed, taking an 
arbitrary pair (x,z) E gphF with (x,z) # (x,z) and employing (4.8) and (4.9), we have by 
elementary transfonnations that 

which easily implies the inclusion 

The latter gives, by the convexity of the ordering cone 8, that 

(4.10) 

Om next goal is the show, by passing to the limit in ( 4.10) as k _, oo, that 

z- z E Z \ ( -iri 8) provided that iri 8oft 0. (4.11) 

Arguing by contradiction, suppose that ( 4.11) does not hold, i.e., z - z =: 0 E - iri 8. Employing 
the definition of intrinsic relative interior, we have that the cone 

cone (8 + 0) is a linem· subspace of Z. (4.12) 
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Since ~ E 8 and E + B E cone (8 +B), we get from (4.12) that -~- B E cone (8 +B) as well. 
Taking now into account the definition of the cone generated by a set and the convexity of 8, we 
find a positive number l ~ 1 such that 

t( -~ - B) E 8 + B for all t E [0, ~. 

Since 8 is a cone, the last inclusion implies that 

8 + T~ E -8 for all T = 
1 
~ t E [o, 

1
! 1]. (4.13) 

Note that k- 111x- xkll --> 0 as k --; oo, and so we have k-111x- xkll E [O,f/(1 +f)] for k sufficient 
large. Substituting this into (4.13) and observing that B = z- z by definition, we arrive at 

which contradicts (4.10) and therefore justifies the inclusion (4.11). Since the pair (x, z) E gphF 
was chosen arbitrarily in the arguments above, relationships (4.11) clearly implies that of (4.3) 
and thus justifies the intrinsic relative minimality of (x, z) to the mapping F. 

To complete the proof, it remains to justify the claim announced above: the chosen sequence 
{ x~J contains a convergent subsequence. To prove this convergence, we inductively construct 
another sequence {xk} C domF such that !IX'k- xkll--> 0 ask--> oo and that the refined Palais
Smale condition ( 4.6) can be applied to this new sequence. To proceed, define for each k E IN a 
set-valued mapping F.: X =t Z given by 

Fk(x) := F(x) + 9k(x) with 9k(x) := k-111x- Xkll~ (4.14) 

and conclude from (4.8) that (xk,Zk) is a strict approximate k-2~-minimizer to Fk. Fix k E IN 
and apply the subdifferential variational principle for set-valued mappings from Theorem 3.6 to 
the mapping Fk in ( 4.14) and its strict approximate €~-minimizer (xk, zk) with s = k-2 and 
.\ = k-1 Taking into account the structure of Fk in ( 4.14) and the subdifferential construction 
(2.8), we find (xk, zb ih, x;;, Zi,) E X x Z x Z x X' x Z' satisfying the following relationships: 

{ 

zk E F(xk), vk = 9k(xk), (xk, zk + vk) E gph Fk, 

(xj;, -Zi,) E N((xk, Zk + vk); epi Fk)' -z;; E N(O; 8), 
(4.15) 

II"Zkll = 1, IIX/:11 :o: k- 1
. 

Consider now the Asplund product space X x Z x Z equipped with the usual sum norm on 
the product (and hence by the corresponding maximum on the dual space X' x Z* x Z') and 
form the following two subsets of the product space: 

!11 := {(x,z,v) EX x Z x Zl (x,z) E epiF}, (4.16) 

!12 := {(x,z,v) EX x Z x Zl (x,v) E gphgk}· ( 4.17) 

It is easy to see that (xk,Zk, vk) E !11 n !12 and that both sets !11 and !12 are locally closed around 
this point by the epiclosedness ofF and the Lipschitz continuity of 9k· Observe also that 

(x,z,v) E!1,n!12=zEF(x)+8, v=gk(x), 
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and thus (x,z +v) E epiFk. We have furthermore from the second line of (4.15) that 

lim sup 
(x ,z,v )---.(XA: ,zk, vk) 

(x,z,v)Efhnfh 

< limsup 

((Xk,-:ZZ,-Zk),(x,z,v)- (Xk,Zkl1h)) 
ll(x,z,v)- (xk>zk,vk)ll 

(xj;, -zj;), (x, z)- (xk, zk + vk)) 

( x,z )-+(X~, ,z~,+Vk) 
(x,z)EepiFk 

ll(x, z)- (xk, Zk + i'ik)ll S 
0

' 

which implies the inclusion 

(4.18) 

Next we are going to express Frechet normals to the intersection 0 1 n 02 in ( 4.18) via Frechet 
normals to !11 and 112 and then, by taking into account the structures of these sets, to arrive 
at the desired conclusions in terms of the mapping F under consideration. Applying to the set 
intersection 01 n 02 the fuzzy intersection rule from [17, Lemma 3.1 J equivalent to the extremal 
principle and using the particular structures of the sets 01 and 02 in (4.16) and (4.17), we find 
t 2: 0, (Xik, Zik, Vik) E ni, and (xik• z;k, v;k) EX* X Z* X Z* fori= 1, 2 satisfying the relationships 

(4.19) 

where for the time being we drop the index "k" in the above i-sequences to sin1plify the· notation. 
Working with ( 4.19), we first observe that t must be nonzero therein. Arguing by contradiction, 

suppose that it is not the case, i.e., t = 0. Then it follows from the third line of (4.19) that 
llz211 S k-1 Taking now into account that the mapping 9k in (4.14) is Lipschitz continuous 
with modulus k- 1 and employing the coderivative estimate for Lipschitzian mappings from [17, 
Theorem 1.43], we get from the second line of (4.19) that 

(4.20) 

and therefore llx211 S k-2 . This contradicts the nontriviality condition on (x2, 0, z2) in the last 
line of (4.19) and thus justifies that t > 0. 

To proceed further, we consider the following two possibilities of realizing the maximum of 
the expression {t, ll(x2,0,z2)11} in (4.19): 

Case 1. If max { t, II (x2, 0, z2)11} = t, then the the last line in ( 4.19) becomes 

1- k-1 s t s 1 + k-1 

Substituting the upper and lower bounds of t ·from the above estimates into the inequalities in 
the third line of (4.19) and taking into account the triangle inequality, estimate (4.20), and that 
IIZi:ll = 1 while llxkll S k- 1 in (4.15), we arrive at the relationships 

1- 2k-1 S llz711 S 1 + 2k-1 for i = 1, 2 and hence 
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(tllxJ:II + llx211 + k-1) ((1 + k-1)k-1 + k-1(1 + 2k-1) + k-1) 
llzill S (1-2k 1) 

3k-1 + 3k-2 

1- 2k 1 

Case 2. Assuming now that 

max { t, II (x2, 0, z2)11} = II (x2, 0, z2JII 

(4.21) 

and using that II (x2, 0, z,i) II = llz211 by estimate ( 4.20) and the "maximum" dual norm on the 
product X' X z· X Z', we get from the last line of (4.19) the lower and upper estimates for llz:ill: 

( 4.22) 

Substituting these estimates into lltZJ:- zill S k-1 from (4.19) and taking into account that 
IIZJ:II = 1 by (4.15), we obtain the lower and upper estimates fort: 

t 2: llz211 - k-1 2: 1- 2k-1 and t S llz211 + k-1 S 1 + 2k-1. ( 4.23) 

Then the third line of (4.19) and the lower estimate oft in (4.23) yield that 

(4.24) 

Let us finally estimate the ratio llxill/llzill· Using the inequality lltx};- xj- x211 S k-1 from the 
third line of (4.19) and the one llxi;ll S k-1 from (4.15) together with (4.20), the upper bound for 
tin (4.23), and the lower bound of llzill in (4.24), we get 

llxill < 
llzill 

(tllx};ll + llx211 + k-1) ((1 + 2k-1)k-1 + k-1(1 + k-1) + k-1) 

II zj II s 1 - 3k 1 

3k-1(1 + k-1) 

1 - 3k 1 

( 4.25) 

which ends our consideration in Case 2. Thus in both Case 1 and Case 2 we have similar (while 
different) estimates of the the ratio llxill/llzill in (4.21) and (4.25), respectively. 

Continuing now the proof of the theorem simultaneously for the above cases of realizing the 
maximum in the last line of (4.19), we denote 

( 4.26) 

and, by the first two lines in ( 4.19) concerning (x1, z1, xj, zj) and by definition (2.8) of the Frechet 
subdifferential ofF, have 

( 4.27) 

Let us show that we can get relationships similar to (4.27) while replacing (x,, z1) E epiF by 
some (x1,z1) E gphF, i.e., we can find z1 such that 

(4.28) 
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The latter is needed for the subsequent application of the refined subdifferential Palais-Smale 
condition from Definition 4.2, which deals with points of the graph. 

To proceed, we write ( 4.27) in the normal cone form: 

(xj, -Zi) E N((x,,zt);epiF) with - Zi E N(0;8), liZ! II= 1 

and observe by definition (2.1) that for any/'> 0 there is "'I> 0 such that 

((xj,-zt),(x,z)- (x,,zt)) :SI'ii(x,z) -(x,,zJ)II (4.29) 

for all (x, z) E epi F with x E XJ + rylB and z E z, + rylB. By definition (2.6) of epi F with respect 
to the ordering cone e, we have 

z1 E z1 + e for some z1 E F(xl) and e E e. ( 4.30) 

Taking further an arbitrary vector ( u, v) E epi F with u E XJ + rylB and v E ZJ + rylB, observe by 
the above ordering that 

v=ii+8 forsome iiEF(u) and 0E8. 

Consider now a vector Z E Z defined by 

and derive from (4.30) and (4.31) and from the convexity of the cone 8 that 

[z=ii+0+8, iiE F(u)] ==? (u,Z) EepiF. 

(4.31) 

Since liz- zJ\1 = llv - z,ll :0: "'I by the choice of z, we have (u, Z) E epi F with u E x, + rylB and 
z E z1 + rylB. Substituting (u, Z) into (4.29) gives 

and hence, by Z- z1 = v - :Z1, we get that 

which implies (xj,-Zi) E N({x 1,zt);epiF) with (x,,z,) E gphF. Taking into account that 
-Zi E N(0;8) with llztll = 1, we arrive at the required relationship (4.28) by definition (2.8) of 
the Frechet subdifferential for set-valued mappings. 

Now add the index "k" to indicate the sequences (x!k, ZJk) and (xjk, ztk), k E IN, defined in 
(4.26) and (4.28). Using estimates (4.21) and (4.25) ask--> oo, we get therefore 

(x1k, z1k) E gphF and xjk E BF(x!k, ZJk) as k E IN with IIXikll--> 0 as k--> oo. (4.32) 

Employing finally the refined subdifferential Palais-Smale condition of Definition 4.2, we get from 
(4.32) that the sequence {x!k} contains a convergent subsequence. Since 

iixk- XJkll :0: iixk- xkii + lixk- XJkll :0: k- 1 + k- 1 for all k E IN 

by (4.15) and (4.19), we conclude that the sequence {xk} constructed in (4.7) and (4.8) also 
contains a convergence subsequence. This completes the proof of the theorem. 6. 

Next we present efficient consequences of Theoren1 4.3 enduring the existence of relative min
imizers and weak minimizers to set-valued mappings. 
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Corollary 4.4 (existence of primary relative minimizers). Suppose in addition to the 
assumptions o.f Theorem 4.3 that ri 8 of 0. Then there is a relative minimizer to the set-valued 
mapping F: X =I Z under consideration. 

Proof. Since ri 8 c iri 8 1 Theorem 4.3 ensures the existence of intrinsic relative minhnizers to 
F provided that ri 8 of 0. Furthermore, the latter assumption implies that (primary) relative 
minimizers and intrinsic relative minimizers agree for any F as discussed above. 6 

Corollary 4.5 (existence of weak Pareto minimizers). Suppose in addition to the assump
tions of Theorem 4.3 that int 8 of 0. Then there is a weak Pareto minimizer to the set-valued 
mapping F: X =t Z under consideration. 

Proof. Theorem 4.3 guarantees the existence of an intrinsic relative minimizer to F provided 
that 0 of int 8 C iri 8, which is surely a weak Pareto minimizer to this mapping. 6 

Remark 4.6 (comparison with known existence theorems). We are not familiar with 
any existence theorems for primary relative minimizers and intrinsic relative minimizers to set
valued mappings and their specifications in either finite-dimensional or infinite-dimensional spaces. 
Regarding Corollary 4.5 on the existence of weak minimizers, let us mention the following three 
advantages of this result in comparison with our previous one in [3, Theorem 4.3]: 

• As we discussed, the refined subdifferential Palais-Smale condition from Definition 4.2 is strictly 
better than the basic one ( 4.5) introduced in [3] and used in the proof of Theorem 4.3 therein. 

• We improve the domination property used in [3, Theorem 4.3] by the more relaxed limiting 
monotonicity condition in the new Corollary 4.5. 

• The pointedness requirement on the ordering cone 8 from [3, Theorem 4.3], which is equivalent 
to say that the cone 8 does not contain a linear subspace, is superseded now by the essentially 
more general condition 8 \ ( -8) of 0, which means that 8 itself is not a linear subspace of Z. 
Note that there are various ordering relations, important for both the theory and applications, 
which are generated by convex and non-pointed cones; see, e.g., [18, Example 5.57] regarding 
lexicographical multiobjective optimization. 

As mentioned above, the multiobjective problem of minimizing a general set-valued mapping 
F: X =it Z implicitly contains constrains given by x E dom F. Furthermore, we can easily reduce 
problems with explicit constraints of the type 

minimize F(x) subject to x E !1 C X 

and their specifications to minimizing the restriction of F to the set !1 defined by 

Fn(x) := { :(x) if X E !1, 
otherwise. 

Observe that problem ( 4.33) can be represented in the equivalent unconstrained form 

minimize Fn(x) = F(x) + D.(x; !1) 

( 4.33) 

{4.34) 

( 4.35) 

involving the summation of the original cost mapping F with the indicator mapping of the set 
!1 c X defined by D.(x; !1) := 0 if x E !1 and D.(x;!1) := 0 otherwise. 

To establish the existence of optimal solutions (Pareto-type minimizers under consideration) 
for the constrained problem {4.33), we can apply Theorem 4.3 to the summation mapping Fn in 
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( 4.35) and then to proceed by using a subdifferential sum rule in the settings ( 4.5) and ( 4.6) of both 
Palais-Smale conditions to derive verifiable existence results in terms of the initial data F and 
l1 of the constrained problem ( 4.33). From this viewpoint, the basic subdifferential Palais-Smale 
condition (4.5), being generally more restrictive than the refined one (4.6), has visible advantages 
in comparison with ( 4.6) due to the much more robust pointwise calculus available for the limiting 
constructions (2.2), (2.4), and (2.9) in comparison with their Frechet-like counterparts; cf. [17]. 

Employing this calculus in the way developed in [18, Chapter 5] and [4, Section 3], we can derive 
the corresponding consequences of Theorem 4.3 and its Corollaries 4.4 and 4.5 to the existence 
theorems for multiobjective problems with geometric constraints as in ( 4.33) and with other types 
of constraints~ functional, operator, and particularly of the equilibrium type considered in [ 4, 
Theorem 3.4] for the case of weak Pareto minimizers. Note that the latter paper in the only 
one, to the best of our knowledge, where the generalized differential calculus has been employed 
for deriving existence theorems in optimization problems (with either scalar or vector/set-valued 
objectives), in contrast to more conventional settings of necessary optimality conditions as in 
numerous publications; see, e.g., the book [18] and the references therein. This approach, which 
we are not going to develop here, can be well applied in the similar way for establishing verifiable 
existence theorems of relative Pareto minimizers to constrained multiobjective problems involving 
the new Theorem 4.3 under the basic subdifferential Palais-Smale condition (4.5). 

In what follows we intend to explore in more detail the possibility to employ in constrained 
multiobjective problems the above Theorem 4.3 under the refined Palais-Smale condition (4.6) 
in terms of the Fn!chet-type subdifferential (2.8). It has been well recognized that Frechet-type 
subdifferential constructions possess generally a poor pointwise calculus, even in simple finite
dimensional settings. Nevertheless, it has been recently discovered [19] that such a pointwise 
calculus can be developed under appropriate assumptions for some classes of extended-real valued 
functions. Quite recently, certain vector counterparts of these results have been derived in [1]. 

Given a single-valued mapping f: X ___,. Z between Banach spaces with the ordering cone e 
of Z, observe that its Frechet subdifferential (2.8) can be represented as 

iJJ(x) = u iJJ(x)(z'), where iJJ(x)(z') := D*E1(x,J(x))(z'). 
_,•EN(0;6) 

liz' I!~ I 

It follows from [1, Theorem 5.3] that 

au+ t:.)(x)(z') c [N(x;fl) -v] 

( 4.36) 

( 4.37) 

provided that 8(- f)(x)(z') of 0 and that there is a neighborhood U of x as well as nonnegative 
numbers l and 1n such that 

llf(u)- f(x)ll S lllu- xll + ml(z',f(u)- f(x))l for all u E U. ( 4.38) 

Note that condition ( 4.38) automatically holds if either Z = JR, or the mapping f is upper 
Lipschitzian at 5; that corresponds to m = 0 in ( 4.38) and is surely fulfilled when f is locally 
Lipschitzian around this points. 

The next theorem ensures the existence of intrinsic relative minimizers to the constrained mul
tiobjective problem ( 4.33) as well as the existence of relative Pareto and weak Pareto minimizers 
to ( 4.33) under additional assumptions. 
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Theorem 4. 7 (existence of relative and weak Pareto minimizers to constrained mul
tiobjective problems). Let the mapping f: X _, Z and the ordering cone B C Z satisfy 
the general assumptions o.f Theorem 4.3, and let 0 c X be closed. Assume in addition that 
B(- f)(x)(z') =F 0 and condition (4.38) holds for any x E 0 and z' E -N(O; e) with liz' II = 1 
and that every sequence { Xk} C (l with 

[N(xk; 0)- v] with - zJ: E N(O; 8), llzi;ll = 1, k E IN, 

(4.39) 

and llxj; II -> 0 as k _, oo 

contains a convergent su.bsequence. Then problem ( 4.33) admits an intrinsic relative minimizer 
provided that iri e =J 0. Furthermore, this problem admits a primary relative Pareto minimizer if 
ri 8 =J 0, and it admits a weak Pareto minimizer if int e =J 0. 

Proof. Considering the equivalent unconstrained form (4.35) of problem (4.33), it is eaBy to see 
that the i·estriction mapping .fn from ( 4.34) satisfies all the assumptions of Theorem 4.3 except 
the refined subdifferential Palais-Smale condition from Definition 4.2, which should be verified. 
To do it, take sequences {xk}, {xk} satisfying (4.6) for F = fn and by (4.36) find {zk} such that 

xj;EB[f+L'>.(·;O)](xk)(zJ:), -z,\:6N(O;e), llzi:ll=1 with llxi:ll->0 as k->oo, (4.40) 

which implies that { xk} c 0 for all k E IN. Employing now the snbdifferential sum rule ( 4.37) in 
( 4.40) under the assumptions made in the theorem, we get 

n 
where -zj; E N(O; e) and liz;; II= 1 for all k E IN, i.e., the triple {xk,x};, zk} satisfies (4.39). Thus 
the sequence {xk} c n contains a convergent subsequence, which verifies the refined Palais-Smale 
condition (4.6) for the restriction mapping fn and hence ensures the existence of intrinsic relative 
minimizers to ( 4.33) provided that iri 8 =J 0. The existence of primary relative Pareto minimizers 
and weak Pareto minimizers to ( 4.33) provided that ri e =J 0 and int e =J 0, respectively, is 
justified similarly to the proofs of Corollaries 4.4 and 4.5. 6. 

The major assumptions of Theorem 4.7 are automatically fulfilled and/or significantly simpli
fied when the cost mapping f is Frechet differentiable on 0. 

Corollary 4.8 (existence of relative and weak Pareto minimizers to constrained mul
tiobjective problems with Frechet differentiable objectives). Let the mapping f: X_, Z 
and the ordering cone B C Z satisfy the general assumptions of Theorem 4.3, let!! C X be closed,. 
and let f be Frechet differentiable on 0. Assume also that every sequence {xk} C!! such that 

( 4.41) 

as k ~ oo contains a convergence subsequence. Then problem ( 4.33) admits an intrinsic rela
tive minimizer provided that iri e =F 0. Furthermore, ( 4.33) admits a primary relative Pareto 
minimizer if ri e =J 0, and it admits a weak Pareto minimizer if int e =F 0. 

Proof. It.easily follows from (2.5) and (2.8) that 

B(-f)(x)(z') = {- \i'f(x)'z'} =F 0 
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for all x and z' under consideration. Furthermore, we can directly check that the Frechet dif
ferentiability of f implies property ( 4.38) on !1. Thus all the assumptions of Theorem 4. 7 are 
satisfied, and condition ( 4.39) reduces to ( 4.41) for Frechet differentiable objectives. This justifies 
the conclusions of the corollary under the corresponding requirements on 8. 6 

5 Necessary Conditions for Pareto and Relative Pareto Minimiz
ers in Multiobjective Optimization 

In this section we establish necessary optimality conditions for all the three types of (localized) 
relative Pareto minimizers to multiobjective problems introduced in Definition 4.1. The results 
obtained in what follows provide also new necessary conditions for Pareto minimizers (efficient 
solutions) and weak Pareto minimizers in comparison with the previous ones from [3], where 
these notions have been studied for pointed ordering cones satisfying the additional "sequential 
normal compactness" assumption (see below) imposed in the case of Pareto minimizers -in infinite 
dimensions. Here we derive necessary conditions in both settings of pointed and non-pointed 
ordering cones, where the results of the latter type occur to be of a different structure in comparison 
with those for the pointed case of efficient solutions. 

Recall that the localized versions of all the minin1izers under consideration are defined in the 
same way as for the global ones, where instead of all x EX (or x E [!for the constrained problems) 
we consider only those points that belong to a neighborhood of the reference solution. Thus the 
pair (x,z) E gphF is a local primary/intrinsic/quasi relative minimizer to F: X ==t Z if there is 
a neighborhood U of x such that 

(z- e) n F(U) = 0 provided that 8 f' 0, (5.1) 

where 8 stands for ri 8, iri 8, and qri 8, respectively. For local weak minimizers we have (5.1) 
with 8 = int e. Note that the notion of local Pareto minimal/efficient solution to F defined as 

(z- e) nF(U) = {z} 

by (3.5) can be equivalently written in the form 

(z- e \ {O}) n F(U) = 0 (5.2) 

similar to (5.1). This allows us to unify the proofs of necessary optimality conditions for all the 
local minimizers studied in the paper. 

In what follows we establish in the unified way necessary conditions for all the types of relative 
Pareto minimizers from Definition 4.1 deriving also new results for local Pareto minimizers and 
weak minimizers to multiobjective problems. The results derived below are given in the same 
forms (different in the cases of pointed and non-pointed ordering cones) for all the types of local 
minimizers under consideration. Nevertheless, they are independent for the cases of quasi rela
tive, intrinsic relative, and conventional/efficient Pareto minimizers. The necessary conditions 
obtained for primary relative and weak Pareto minimizers can be treated as specifications of those 
for quasi relative and intrinsic relative ones while, on the other hand, they are derived under much 
easier verifiable assumptions on the initial data due to available characterizations of the general 
"sequential normal compactness" requirement on 8 for the case of primary relative minimizers 
and due to the unconditional fulfillment of it for the case of weak efficiency. Emphasize again that 
the results obtained for efficient Pareto solutions do not impose any nonempty interior /relative 
interior assumptions on the ordering cone e provided that e \ (-e) 'I 0. 
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Our approach is based on reducing local Pareto/relative Pareto/weak Pareto minimizers to 
local extremal points of the corresponding set systems and then employing the extremal principle. 
As in Section 4, we first derive necessary optimality conditions for minimizing general set-valued 
mappings with no explicit constraints and then proceed to multiobjective problems with explicitly 
given constraints by using appropriate rules of subdifferentialj coderivative calculus. 

To obtain in this way verifiable qualification and optimality conditions in multiobjective op
timization, we involve certain normal compactness properties of sets and mappings, which are 
automatic in finite dimensions while are unavoidably needed in infinite-dimensional spaces due to 
the natural lack of compactness therein. Among the major advantages of the underlying sequen
tial normal compactness (SNC) properties presented below we emphasize extensive SNC calculus 
results ensuring the preservation of these properties under various operations and describing broad 
classes of sets and mappings in infinite dimensions for which these properties are satisfied; see the 
books [17, 18[ for more details, discussions, and applications. In what follows these properties are 
used in the framework of Asplund spaces, and so the given definitions are specified to this setting; 
cf. the afore-mentioned books for appropriate modifications in general Banach spaces. 

Recall that a set !1 C X is sequentially normally compact (SNC) at x E !1 if for any sequences 
n w• ~ 

Xk ---> x and xj, ---> 0 with xk E N(xk; !1), k E IN, we have [lxJ;II ---> 0 as k ---> oo. A set-valued 
mapping F: X =it Z is SNC at (x, z) E gphF if its graph is SNC at this point. Further, we say 
that F: X =it Z is partially SNC (PSNC) at (x, z) if, sequentially, 

[ (xk, zk) g~F (x, z), xj; ,; 0, llzJ:II ---> 0, (xi;, zJ:) E N( (xk. zk); gph F)] => [I xi;[[ ---> 0 as k---> oo. 

The PSNC property is automatically implied by robust Lipschitzian behavior of set-valued and 
single-valued mappings; in particular, when F is Lipschitz-likejAubin around (X, Z) with some 
modulus £ 2 0, i.e., there are neighborhoods U of x and V of z such that 

F(x) n V C F(u) + £[1x ~ ulllB for all x, u E U. (5.3) 

The latter property of F is fundamental in nonlinear and variational analysis; it is in fact equiv
alent to the two other underlying properties for the inverse mapping p-l known as linear open
ness/covering and metric regularity around (2, X). 

The next theorem can be viewed as a far-going extension of the Fermat rule/stationary prin
ciple to minimizing set-valued mappings with no explicit constraints for all the types of Pareto, 
weak Pareto, and relative Pareto minimizers under consideration. We derive necessary conditions 
of two different kinds-coderivative and subdifferential, where the pointedness requirement on the 
ordering cone is needed only for the subdifferential case of efficient solutions. 

To formulate the theorem, recall that a linear subspace of Z is finite-codimensional if it is 
complemented in Z by a finite-dimensional space. 

Theorem 5.1 (generalized Fermat rules for Pareto/relative Pareto/weak Pareto min
imizers to multiobjective problems with no explicit constraints). Let F: X =it Z be a 
set-valued ;,apping between Asplund spaces such that its graph is locally closed around the ref
erence point while the image space Z is partially ordered by a closed, convex, and proper cone 
8 C Z. Then the CODERIVATIVE condition 

0 ED* F(x, z)(z*) with some ~ z* E N(O; 8) and l[z*[l = 1 (5.4) 

is necessary for the local optimality of (x, z) E gphF to F in each of the following senses: 

o (x, z) is a local PARETO MINIMIZER/EFFICIENT SOLUTION provided that 8\ ( ~8) f' 0 and that 
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either 8 is SNC at the origin or p-I is PSNC at (z, x). 

o (x, z) is a local QUASI RELATIVE MINIMIZER provided that either 8 is SNC at the origin or p-I 
is PSNC at (z,x). 

o (x, z) is a local INTRINSIC RELATIVE MINIMIZER provided that either 8 is SNC at the origin or 
p-1 is PSNC at (z,x). 

o (x, z) is a local PRIMARY RELATIVE MINIMIZER provided that either the affine closure of 8 is 
finite-codimensional in Z or p-1 is PSNC at (z, x). 

o (x, z) is a local WEAK PARETO MINIMIZER. 

FUrthermore, we also have the SUB DIFFERENTIAL necessary optimality condition 

o E &F(x,z) (5.5) 

in each of the above cases of (efficient, quasi relative, intrinsic relative, primary relative, weak) 
local minimizers (x, z) provided that the epigraph vs. graph o.f F is closed around (x, z) and that: 

• PSNC assumption on p-1 at in the assumptions above (z, x) is replaced by the PSNC assumption 
on the inverse mapping Ej; 1 to the associated epigraphical multifunction (2.7) at this point; 

• the ordering cone 8 is assumed to be pointed in the case of efficient solutions. 

Proof. Arguing in the unified way, take any local minimizer (x,z) E gphF to F considered in 
theorem and reduce it to a local extremal point of some system of sets in the product space X X Z. 
Namely, define the sets 

!11 := gph F, !12 := x x (z- e), (5.6) 

which are locally closed around (x, z) due to the closedness assumptions imposed on F and 8. 
We obviously have (x, z) E !11 n !12. To verify the local extremality of (x, z) for {!11, !12}, let us 
show that there is a sequence { ck} c Z with ck --> 0 as k --> oo such that 

!11 n (02 + (O,q)) n (U x Z) = 0, k E JN, (5.7) 

where U is a neighborhood of x from its local minimality property. This gives the required 
extremality relation (2.10) with ak := (0, ck) EX x Z. 

We construct an appropriate sequence {ck} in (5.7) by putting Ck := c/k ask E JN, where 
0 of c E Z is selected in the following way for each type of local minimizers considered in the 
theorem-this can be done by definition of the corresponding minimizer and due to the assumption 
8 \ ( -8) of 0 of the (efficient) Pareto case: 

• c E -8 \ ( -8) if (x, z) is a local Pareto minimizer; 

• c E -qri 8 if (X, Z) is a local quasi relative minimizer; 

• c E -iri 8 if (X, Z) is a local intrinsic relative minimizer; 

• c E -ri 8 if (X, Z) is a local primary relative minimizer; 

• c E -int 8 if (X, Z) is a local weak Pareto minimizer. 

Arguing by contradiction, suppose that (5.7) does not hold, i.e., 

there is (x,z) E U x Z with (x,z) E 01 n (02 + (O,ck)). (5.8) 

Then, by the construction of sets (5.6), we find some (x, z, 0) EX x Z x Z such that 

xEU, zEF(x)+O with 0E8 and zEz-8+ck, kElN. 
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This implies, by the convexity property of the ordering cone 8, that 

z - B E F(U) and z - B E z- B - 8 + Ck C z- 8 + Ck> k E IN. (5.9) 

In the case of efficient/Pareto minimizers the latter gives, by their description in (5.2) and the 
choice of { ck} in this case, that 

z-8+ck=z-8+(cfk) c (z-8-(8\{-8})) c (z-(8\{0})), kEIN. (5.10) 

In all the cases of the relative minimizers under consideration, as well as for weak efficient solutions 
to F, we have by the choice of { ck} that 

z-8+ck=z-8+(c/k)c (z-8-El)c (z-e), kEN, (5.11) 

where e stands for either qri e, or iri e, or ri e, or int 8 in the corresponding cases of local 
minimizers. The last inclusion in (5.11) is obvious in the case of weak minimizers while follows 
from [5, Lemma 3.1] in all the cases of relative ones. Combining the relationships in (5.8)-(5.11), 
we have z -BE (z- G)nF(U) for relative and weak minimizers and z -BE (z- 8\ {0}) nF(U) 
for local efficient solutions to F. This surely contradicts (5.1) and (5.2) and thus justifies by (5.7) 
the local extremality of the point (x, z) for system {01 , 02) in all the cases under consideration. 

Equip now the space X x Z with the sum norm ll(x, z)ll := llxll +liz II and observe that it is 
Asplund as a product of Asplund spaces. Then applying the extremal principle to the set system 
{01, 0 2 ) in (5.6) and taking into account their particular structures and the maximum form of 
the dual norm on x· X z·, for any sequence tk 1 0 as k ---; 00 we find { (Xik, Zik)} c X X z and 
{ (xik• z;k)} C X* x Z* as i = 1, 2 satisfying for all k E IN the following relationships: 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

By the second relationship in (5.14,) the sequences { (x;k, z;k)} are bounded in X* x Z* fori = 1, 2, 
and hence-by the Asplund property of X x Z-they contain weak* converging subsequences; see, 
e.g., [14, 17]. Using the first relationship in (5.14), we get without loss of generality that 

* w* * * w• * z 1k ~ z , and z2k ___,. -z as k ___,. oo, (5.15) 

where the weak* limit z* E Z* satisfies the inclusions 

(0,-z*) E N((x,z);gphF) and -z* E N(0;8) (5.16) 

obtained by passing to the limit in relationships (5.12) and (5.13) as k ---> oo due to construction 
(2.2) of the basic normal cone via the sequential outer limit (1.9) of Frechet normals. 

Next we show that z* # 0 in (5.16) if either 8 is SNC at the origin or p-l is PSNC at (z, x) 
for all the types of the local minimizers under consideration. Assume by the contrary that z* = 0 
having then from (5.15) that 

(5.17) 
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If e is SNC at the origin, then the second expression in (5.17) immediately yields that [[z2kll---> 0 
and therefore [[zjkll ---> 0 ask---> oo by the first relationship in (5.14). Combining the latter with 
(5.15), we thus contradict the nontrivialityfsecond expression in (5.14). Suppose now that p-l 
is PSNC at (z,x). Using the first inclusion in (5.13) and the convergence [[xjk[[---> 0 in (5.15), we 
conclude from the imposed PSNC property that [[zjkll ___, 0 ask---> oo. This gives [[z2kll ---> 0 as 
k ---> oo and also contradicts the second expression in (5.14). Therefore z• oft 0 in (5.16), which 
yields the coderivative condition (5.4) by normalization and by definition of the co derivative (2.4). 
Thus we arrive at the conclusions of the theorem regarding the coderivative necessary condition 
for the cases of Pareto minimizers, quasi relative minimizers, and intrinsic relative minimizers. 

The case of primary relative minimizers requirers that ri e =J=. f/J. The latter allows us to 
fully characterize the SNC property of e. Indeed, Theorem 1.21 from [17] tells us that the SNC 
property of a convex set with nonempty relative interior in a Banach space is equivalent to the 
.finite codimension of its affine closure; cf. also [8, Theorem 2.5] for the same characterization, 
with a completely different proof, of the generally more restrictive compactly epi-Lipschitzian 
property of closed and convex sets with nonempty relative interiors, that happens to be equivalent 
to the SNC property for such sets. This justifies the coderivative necessary condition (5.4) of the 
theorem in the case of primary relative minimizers. 

If (x, z) is a weak Pareto minimizer to F, then int e oft 0. In this case the convex ordering 
cone e is automatically SNC. Indeed, it is well known (see, e.g., [17, Proposition 1.25]) that the 
nonempty interior property of a convex set is equivalent to its epi-Lipschitzian property, which 
implies the SNC one by [17, Theorem 1.26]. Thus the coderivative result (5.4) unconditionally 
holds for weak Pareto minimizers to general set-valued mappings. 

To complete the proof of the theorem, it remains to justify the subdifferential necessary condi
tion (5.5) for all the local minimizers under consideration. Given F: X =t Z and its epigraphical 
mult(function £p: X =t Z from (2.6), define the auxiliary set-valued optimization problem: 

minimize £p(x) = F(x) + e, X EX. (5.18) 

It is clear that every local optimal solution to (5.18) in each of the above-mentioned sense is a 
local optimal solution in the corresponding sense- to the mapping F. For our purposes we need 
and prove the opposite implication ensuring that a local minimizer to F is a local minimizer in 
the same sense to the epigraphical multiobjective problem (5.18). For the case of Pareto/efficient 
minimizers this follows from [15, Lemma 3.14] under the assumption that the ordering cone e is 
pointed. We show below that the same holds for all the other local minimizers under consideration 
with no pointedness assumption. The latter follows from the fact that the underlying minimization 
relationship ( 5.1) for F yields the one 

(z- e) n (F(U) +e) = 0 (5.19) 

for (5.18), where 8 stands, respectively, for each of qri 8, iri 8, ri 8, and int 8. Indeed, assuming 
the negation of (5.19), we get z E (z- e) n (F(U) +e) and thus find 

uEU, vEF(u), and BEe suchthat z=v+Bcz-e. 

This gives the relationships 

v=z-BEz-8-ecz-e-eEz-e 

for all the cases of e under consideration, where the latter inclusion is trivial for e = int e while 
follows from the afore-mentioned result in (5, Lemma 3.1] for the cases of (primary, intrinsic, and 
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quasi) relative minimizers: 8 = ri 8, 8 = iri 8, and 8 = qri e, Hence we get v E (z- B) n F(U), 
which contradicts {5.1) and thus justifies {5.19) for the weak and relative minimizers. 

We conclude therefore that any local minimizer (x, z) to F considered in the theorem is 
also a local minimizer in the same case to the epigraphical problem {5.18) under the assump
tions made. Applying finally to problem (5.18) the necessary optimality conditions justified in 
the firstjcoderivative part of the theorem and taking into account definition {2.9) of the basic 
subdifferential for F, we arrive at the subdifferential optimality condition (5.5) for all the local 
minimizers under consideration. This completes the proof of the theorem. 6. 

As we have already discussed in Section 4, the multiobjective problem of minimizing a general 
set-valued mapping considered in Theorem 5.1 implicitly incorporates various constraints via the 
actual restriction x E dom F of the set of feasible solutions. For example, to study in this vein 
the constrained set-valued optimization problem 

minimize F(x) subject to x E !1 {5.20) 

with explicit geometric constraints given by an arbitrary nonempty set n C X, we reduce it to the 
{formally) unconstrained problem of minimizing the restriction mapping Fn(x) = F(x) + 6-(x; !1) 
as in (4.34) and (4.35). To derive in this way verifiable necessary optimality conditions for the 
constrained problem ( 5.20), we need to apply calculus rules to the summation mapping F + 6.(·; !1) 
that allow us to express the generalized differential and SNC assumptions and conclusions of 
Theorem 5.1 in terms of the initial data of problem {5.20). FUll calculi for both generalized 
differential constrv.ctions and SNC properties under consideration are available in Asplund spaces; 
see [17, Chapter 3]. where calculus results of both types are derived from the extremal principle. 

To obtain the strongest results in this direction for the constrained problem (5.20), we need to 
involve two more coderivativefsubdifferential constructions for set-valued mappings in addition 
to those presented in Section 2. Given F: X =t Z and (x, z) E gphF, recall that the mixed 
coderivative ofF at (x, z) is defined by 

( ) 
gph F { _ _) , w' , * , 3 sequences Xk, Zk ~ x, z , xk ~ x , zk ~ z 

with (x};,-z;;) E N((xk>Zk);gphF), k E IN}. 
{5.21) 

Taking into account the basic normal cone definition {2.2), we easily observe that the only dif
ference between the mixed coderivative (5.21) and the basic/normal coderivative {2.4) is that 
the strong convergence of [[zk- z*ll -> 0 is employed in (5.21) instead of the weak' sequential 

convergence zk ~ z* in (2.4), while the weak* convergence xk ~ x* is used in both cases. This 
immediately implies the inclusion 

DiwF(x,z)(z*) c D'F(x,z)(z') for all z' E Z*, {5.22) 

where the equality holds when dim Z < oc. By {2.5), the equality holds in {5.22) as well when 
the mapping in question is strictly differentiable at X; it also holds in some other cases listed in 
[17, Proposition 4.9], while in general the inclusion is strict in {5.22) even for single-valued and 
Lipschitz continuous mappings from JR. to a Hilbert space as in [17, Example 1.35]. A significant 
advantage of the mixed coderivative is that 

DiwF(x, z)(O) = {0} {5.23) 

when F exhibits robust Lipschitzian behavior expressed in the general way {5.3) as the Lipschitz
like/Aubin property ofF around (x, z). 
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In what follows we also need the construction 

(5.24) 

of the singular subdifferential of mappings with values in partially ordered spaces defined via 
the mixed coderivative (5.21) of the corresponding epigraphical multifunction E:p from (2.6); cf. 
[3, 17] for related discussions and properties. 

The next theorem presents necessary optimality conditions for local minimizers of all the types 
under consideration in the multiobjective problem (5.20) with general geometric constraints. 

Theorem 5.2 (necessary conditions for local minimizers to constrained multiobjective 
problems), Let F: X =I Z be a set-valued mapping between Asplund spaces with the image space 
Z partially ordered by a closed, convex, and proper cone 8 C Z. Suppose that the constraint set 
!1 c X is locally closed around the reference local minimizer (x, z) to (5.20). The following 
assertions hold: 

(i) Assume tha.t the graph ofF is locally closed around (x, z) , that the qualification condition 

D'MF(x, z)(O) n (- N(x; !1)) = {O) (5.25) 

is sa.ti~(ied, and tha.t either F is PSNC at (x, z) or !1 is SNC at x; both the qualification condition 
(5.25) and the PSNC property ofF are automatically satis.fied ifF is Lipschitz-like around (x, z). 
Then there exists -z* E N(O; 8) with []z*]] = 1 such that 

0 ED* F(:t:, z)(z*) + N(x; !1) (5.26) 

in each of the following cases of local minimizers to (5.20); 

o (x, z) is a local PARETO MINIMIZER/EFFICIENT SOLUTION provided that 8\ ( -8) # 0 and that 
either 8 is SNC at the origin or Fi] 1 is PSNC at (z, x). 

o (x, z) is a local QUASI RELATIVE MINIMIZER provided that either 8 is SNC at the origin or Fij 1 

is PSNC at (z,x). 

• (x, z) is a. local INTRINSIC RELATIVE MINIMIZER provided that either 8 is SNC at the origin or 
Fij1 is PSNC at (z,x). 

o (.i:, z) is a local PRIMARY RELATIVE MINIMIZER provided that either the affine closure of 8 is 
.finite-codimensional in Z or Fij1 is PSNC a.t (z,x). 

o (x, z) is a local WEAK PARETO MINIMIZER. 

(ii) Assv.me that F is epiclosed around (x, z), that the qualification condition 

B""F(x,z) n (- N(x;fl)) = {O) 

is satis.fied, and that-just in the case of efficient solutions-the ordering cone 8 is pointed. Then 
we have the subdifferential necessary optimality condition 

0 E BF(x, z) + N(O; !1) (5.27) 

for all the local minimizers considered in assertion (i) provided that the assumptions on F in (i) 
are replaced by the corresponding assumptions on its epigraphical multifunction £F. 
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Proof. To justify assertion (i), we reduce the constrained problem (5.20) to the equivalent 
multiobjective problem ( 4.35) with no explicit constraints by using the restriction mapping Fn 
from (4.34). Applying now Theorem 5.1 to the mapping Fn for all the types of local minimizers 
under consideration, we find z' E -N(O; 8) with liz' II= 1 such that 

0 E D' Fn(x, z)(z') = D' (F + ~(·; !1)) (x, z)(z'). (5.28) 

Then we use the coderivative sum rule in (5.28) from [17, Proposition 3.12], which gives 

D' (F + ~( ·; !1)) (x, z)(z') c D' F(x, z)(z') + N(x; !1) (5.29) 

under the qualification condition (5.25) and the SNC/PSNC requirements on (F, !1) imposed in 
the theorem. Substituting (5.29) into (5.28) and taking into account the assumptions of Theo
rem 5.1 made for each type oflocalminimizers under consideration, we arrive at the corresponding 
conclusions of assertion (i). 

To prove assertion (ii), observe that the assumptions therein ensure that every local minimizer 
(x, z) to (5.20) is a local minimizer of the same type to the epigraphical problem 

minimize [p(x) subject to x E !1; (5.30) 

see the proof of Theorem 5.1. Applying now the results of assertion (i) to problem (5.30) and 
using the above definitions of the basic and singular subdifferentials to F at (x, z) from (2.9) and 
(5.24), respectively, we arrive at the subdifferential condition (5.27) under the assumptions made 
in (ii). This completes the proof of the theorem. 6 

Observe that while the qualification and optimality conditions obtained in Theorem 5.2 are 
expressed directly via robust point based constructions for the initial data (F, 8, !1), the assump
tions imposed in the cases of Pareto and relative Pareto minimizers involve the PSNC property of 
the mapping FO, 1 and its epigraphical counterpart that are not automatic when dim Z = oo. The 
next result presents.necessary optimality conditions for (5.20), where the PSNC requirements are 
spec~{ied given in terms ofF and n but not via their combination Fn. This is a consequence of the 
SNC calculus developed in [17]. For simplicity, we formulate a corollary of Theorem 5.2 only for 
the case of assertion (i) therein. Note that the qualification condition imposed in this corollary is 
more restrictive (in the case of dim Z < oo) than the one (5.25) in the theorem, but it allows us 
to establish the required result entirely in terms of the initial data. 

Corollary 5.3 (optimality conditions for constrained multiobjective problems under 
specified assumptions). Let the qualification condition (5.25) in Theorem 5.2(i) be replaced by 

D' F(x, z)(O) n (- N(x; !1)) = {O}, (5.31) 

and let the PSN C assumption on FiJ1 be replaced by 

• either p-t is PSNC at (z, x) and !1 is SNC at x; 

• or F is SNC at (x, z). 

Then condition (5.26) with some z' E -N(O; 8) and liz' II = 1 is necessary for optimality in the 
all cases of local minimizers under consideration. 

Proof. To justify this statement, we need to check that the qualification condition (5.31) and 
either one of the alternative assumptions made in the corollary imply that FiJ1 is PSNC at (z,x). 
To proceed, observe that the PSNC property of the mapping FiJ1 at (z, x) is equivalent to the 
PSNC property at this point of the set gph Fn in the product space X x Z with respect to Z in 
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the sense of [17, Definition 3.3]. Since gph Fi) 1 = gph F n (!1 x Z), we apply the intersection rule 
for the PSNC property from [17, Corollary 3.80] to the sets !11 := gphF and !12 := !1 x Z, which 
gives us the required result due to the specific structures of !11 and llz. 6 

Remark 5.4 (comparison with related necessary optimality conditions in multiobjec
tive optimization). Being new for the cases of relative minimizers under consideration, the 
necessary optimality conditions obtained in this section give significant improve1nents over recent 
results concerning Pareto/efficient minimizers and weak minimizers to multiobjective problems. 
Note that necessary optimality conditions for Pareto minimizers close to assertion (i) of Theo
rem 5.2 are obtained in [23, Theorem 4.1] under a stronger qualification condition in comparison 
with (5.25) assuming also that the ordering cone 8 satisfies a certain "dual compactness" require
ment, which surely implies the SNC property of 8 imposed in Theorem 5.2, with no alternative 
assumptions on Fin [23] when 8 falls to be dually compact. In [4, Theorem 4.1 and Remark 4.2] 
(cf. also [3] for single-valued objectives), we derive necessary optimality conditions of the subd
ifferential type (5.27) as in assertion (ii) of Theorem 5.2 for Pareto and weak Pareto minimizers 
assuming that the ordering cone e is pointed and SNC at the origin, with no alternative require
ments on F if it is not the case. 

It is worth mentioning that the notions of local minimizers under consideration can be treated 
as particular cases of local extremal points of sets (which has actually been shown in the proof of 
Theorem 5.1), and thus the results of [18, Section 5.3] concerning the generalized order optimality 
as well as the one defined by closed preference relations are applicable, under appropriate assump
tions, to deriving necessary optimality conditions for the local minimizers considered in this paper 
to problems with single objectives. However, the results that could be derived in this way from 
[18, Theorem 5.59 and Theorem 5.73] require more restrictive assumptions in comparison with 
those in Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 5.2 obtained above. 

Remark 5.5 (necessary optimality conditions for multiobjective problems with struc
tural constraints). We pay the main attention in this section to problems with general geometric 
constraints just for brevity and simplicity. As it has been demonstrated in [2, 3, 4, 18], results 
obtained for single-objective and multiobjective problems with geometric constraints can be di
rectly employed in deriving necessary optimality conditions for various classes of problems with 
structural constraints of functional, operator, equilibrium, and other types. This is based on well
developed calculi of the generalized differential constructions and SNC properties involved in the 
necessary optimality and qualification conditions of the results established in this paper and in 
the afore-mentioned publications. We also refer the reader to the papers [22, 23], where necessary 
optimality conditions for multiobjective problems with various constraints are derived by using 
somewhat different approaches based nevertheless on the ideas close to the extremal principle. 

Remark 5.6 (suboptimality conditions for multiobjective problems). This section is 
addressed to deriving necessary optimality conditions for different kinds of local minimizers to 
multiobjective problems. Having in hand the subdifferential variational principle established in 
Theorem 3.6 and following the lines developed in [18, Subsection 5.1.4] and in [3, 20] in single
objective and multiobjective frameworks, we can also derive suboptimality (or £-optimality) con
ditions for approximately optimal solutions to the multiobjective problems under consideration 
that are naturally given in "fuzzy" forms while do not require the existence of 1ninimizers. 
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